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Let F(x), the k-transform off, be defined by 
F(x) = j-@= K(xt)f(t) dt. 
0 
In [13] and [14], we proved a number of theorems of Abelian and Tauberian 
character, respectively, under certain assumptions on f and K. In the present 
paper we give applications of these results. We assume that the reader is 
familiar with the contents of our earlier papers [13] and [14], in particular 
with the notation and the assumptions as given in [13, Section 21. We 
emphasize that, throughout, we assume f (t) to be bounded and decreasing 
to zero. As in [14], we have numbered the sections and the theorems in 
continuation of those given in [ 131 and [ 141. In Section 9 we give some results 
in a form suitable for applications. Sections 11 and 12 contain applications 
to integral transforms and series, respectively. In gection 13 we discuss the 
smoothness properties of the transform. 
9. NOTATION AND PERTINENT RESULTS 
We shall use the following conditions: 
(C,) k(t) and k,(t) are uniformly bounded in 0 < t < co, where 
k,(t) = Jot k(u) du. P-1) 
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KG) k(t) - f cp, t+o, 
j=l 
0 < 011 < 012 < **- < a, < "'; St 00; 
cg f 0, j = 1, 2, 3 ).... 
(C,) .X(S), the Mellin transform of K, has no zeros in u < 1, s = a + Gr. 
Furthermore, for some real 6, 
[X(1 - s)]-l = O(l 7 10+6), 1 7 / + co. (9.2) 
(C,) Either k(t) is a Fourier kernel and, in the case aI = 0, k,(t) is 
bounded, where 
k,(t) = jot q du, (9.3) 
or, there exists a nontrivial, nonnegative function W(X) E L?(O, 1) such that 
k,*(x) = s,’ w(t) k(xt) dt, (9.4) 
does not change sign in 0 < x < co. 
THEOREM 17(a). If k(t) satisfes (C,), (C,), (C,), and (C,); and 
0 < m < 1 + 01~ , then 
f(t) - t-qt), t+co, 
;f an4f only if 
F(x) N x”-lL( 1 /x) X( 1 - m), X-+0. 
(b) If k(t) satisjies (C,), (C,), and (C,); and 1 + a, < m < 1 
n > 1, then 
f(t) - t-“L(t), t+ 00, 
if and only ;f 
F(x) - i cp” lorn t”‘f(t) dt N x”?L( l/x) ,X( 1 - m), x-+ 0. 
i=l 
THEOREM 18(a). If k(t) satisfies (C,), (C,), (C,), and (C,), then 
f(t) - t-‘lf”JL(t), t--t 00, 
implies 
lb 
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conversely, 




u”‘f(u) du -L*(t), t-+w o 
and, in particular 
f(t) = Ott- tl+aJ * L (a, t4 00. 
(b) Ifk(t) satisfies (C,), (CT,) and (C,), and n > 1, then 
implies 
f(t) - t-‘l+“JL(t), t4 w, 
n-1 
F(x) - c cp"4 
j=l 
t*ff(t) dt N c,$” /01’z t”nf(t) dt, 
conversely, 
n-1 
F(x) - C cjxu4 
I 





u”“f(u) du -L*(t), t-+w o 
and, in particular, 
f(t) = o(t-(l+ti”‘L*(t)}, t-+ 00. 
THEOREM 19. If 
(i) k(t) is a Fourier kernel and satisfies (Cl), 
(ii) k(t) = O(t”l), t--t 0, 01~ > 0, 
(iii) k,(t) tends to a limit as t -+ w, 
then 
f(t) Nws t-+w, 
if and only if 
F(x) - x-lL( l/x) X(l), x 4 0. 
x-0; 











Theorems 17-19 are based on the results obtained in [13] and [14]. Some 
of the implications in these theorems were, in fact, proved in more general 
form. However, our object here is to emphasize the symmetric nature of the 
dependence between the behavior of a function and its transform. 
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10. PROOF OF THEOREMS 17-19 
Proofof Theorem 17(a). If 0 < m < 1 + 01~ , by Theorem 1, (9.5) 3 (9.6). 
Conversely, if K(t) is a Fourier kernel and satisfies (C,), (C,), (C,) and (C,), 
the conditions of Theorem 11 are satisfied so that (9.6) * (9.5). If K(t) is not a 
Fourier kernel, the conditions of Theorem 15 are satisfied and hence 
(9.6) 3 (9.5). We note that 
G(m) = [X(1 - m)]-l, &-(1 - m) # 0. (10.1) 
Proof of Theorem 17(b). If 1 + an < m < 1 + 01,+r , n > 1, by 
Theorem 5, (9.7) 2 (9.8). Conversely, by Theorems 13 and 16(a), 
(9.8) 3 (9.7). 
Proof of Theorem 18(a) and (b). Since k(t) satisfies conditions (C,) and 
(C,), by Theorem 2, (9.9) =S (9.10), and by Theorem 6, (9.14) => (9.15). To 
prove the converse, we note that, by (C,), X(s) is analytic in 0 < 1 except for 
simple poles at s = --a, . Therefore, by (C,), G(s) = [X(1 - s)]-l is 
analytic and has no singularity in u > 0. Furthermore, 
G(s) S-(1 - S) = 1, G(1 + LY,) = 0 
and 
By Lemma 2, 
qs) = * + 17(s), 
n 
where T(S) is analytic in some neighborhood of s = --a, . Hence, 
and, by (10.2), 
-f’(s) = (s ;;J + T’(S) 
(10.2) 
(10.3) 
X’(s) G’u + 4 = 22% [“qs)]2 
-c, + r)‘(s) (s + a,)” 
= Z% [Cn + (s + a,) q(s)]2 (10.4) 
= -(l/4, n 3 1. 
If k(t) satisfies (C,)-(C,), th e conditions of either Theorem 12 or Theorem 15 
are satisfied so that, together with (10.4), (9.11) => (9.12). If k(t) satisfies 
(CJ-(C,), the conditions of Theorem 16 are satisfied. Therefore, by (10.4) 
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and Theorem 16(b), (9.16) * (9.17). Finally, we prove that (9.17) * (9.18) 
for 71 > 1. Since f(t) is positive, we may assume that L*(t) is an increasing 
function. From (9.17) it follows that 
I 
:’ U”“f(U) du = [L*(2t) -L*(t)] + 0(+5*(t), t+co. (10.5) 
Since f(t) is decreasing, (10.5) implies that 
f(2t) t1+a, = o( 1) L*(t), t-co, n>l. 
Hence, (9.12) * (9.13) and (9.17) * (9.18). 
Proof of Theorem 19. By Theorem 3, (9.19) =z- (9.20) and since 
%(0)X(l) = 1, by Theorem 8, (9.20) + (9.19). 
11. APPLICATIONS: INTEGRAL TRANSFORMS 
The Sine Transform 
Let 
h(t) = sin t 
BY [5, P. 317, U>l, 
X(s) = F(s) sin(rrs/2). 
S(s) is analytic in u > 0 and by [15, p. 1511, 
1 X(a + iT)l = O(l 7 lu-1/2), ~T~+co. 
Furthermore, (2/?r)r/s sin t is a Fourier kernel. The conditions (C&o,) are 
satisfied. Hence Theorems 17 and 18 hold with 
and 
Jf-(1 - m) = r(l - m) cos(m7r/2). 
The sine transform, in this connection, was first considered by Pitman [8]. 
He gave the results contained in Theorems 17(a) and 18(a). He also proved 
the Abelian implication for Theorems 17(b) and 18(b), but not the cor- 
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responding Tauberian result. In place of (9.10) and (9.15) he gave the more 
general form as derived in Theorem 6. He also proved that (9.19) does not 
imply (9.20), but (9.20) implies (9.19). The last assertion also follows from 
Theorem 8. Even thoughf(t) -L(t), t -+ co, without some additional condi- 
tion on f, does not determine the asymptotic behavior of F, we do have by 
Theorem 4, 
0 < F(x) < 2x-lf (1 Ix), x-+ 0. 
The Cosine Transform 
Let 
k(t) = cos 2 
= -fl (-1)x t2j-2 
(2j - 2)! * 
By [5, P. 319, (21)1, 
X(s) = l-(s) cos(sn/2). 
X(S) is analytic in a > 0 and by [15, p. 1511, 
1 ,X(u + i7)l = O(l 7 lo-l12), /Tl-+ca 
Again, (2/~)l/~ cos t is a Fourier kernel and the conditions (C,)-(C,) are 
satisfied. Hence, Theorems 17 and 18 are applicable with 
and 
“j = 2j - 2, cj = (-1)+‘/(2j - 2)!, 
%(l - m) = r( 1 - m) sin nznj2. 
The Abelian implications for the cosine transform, when 0 < m < 1, 
are given by Pitman [8]. If m = 0, by Theorem 3(b), 
s 
cc F(u) du N (a/2) L( l/x), x--t 0. 
0 
However, Theorem 19 does not apply. 
The Hankel Transform 
Let 
k(t) = tll”J$), v>-& 
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BY [5 P. 326, U)l, 
x(s) = 25.42 w2 + VP + a> 
l-p/2 - s/2 + 2) * 
s(s) is analytic in a > 0 and by [15, p. 1511, it can be shown that 
It is known that N2Jy(t) is a Fourier kernel and that t112_7,(t), as well ar 
si u~~~J~(u) du, are uniformly bounded. Thus the conditions (C&-o,) arc 
satisfied and, therefore, Theorems 17 and 1.8 hold with ~yi = v + 2j - 8, 
and 
(- l)j-1 
ci = 2V+2+3/2r( j) r(v + j) 
x(1 _ m) = 21/2-mW/2 - 4 + 2) 
W2 + m/2.+ a) + 
Theorem 19 is not applicable..However, by Theorem 8, (9.20) implies (9.19). 
The Tauberian results for I the Hankel transform, when v > -& and 
0 < m < v + Q, were given by Ridenhour and Soni [9]. 
A Modajied Hankel Transform 
The following transform was considered by Bingham [3] in connection 
with the convolution of two probability measures. Let 
4&d = 6 r(v + 1) (&WY J&4 dg(t), v>-8, (11.1) 
where g(0) = 0 and g(t) t 1 as t -+ co. If we integrate by parts and use the 
relation 
$ [t-“J”(t)l = -t-“J”+l(t)> (11.2) 
we can write (11.1) in the form 
F(x) = j- r(v + 1) (M4-” Jv+AXt) f (t) 4 v>-3, (11.3) 
0 
where 
F(x) = A+[1 - +“(a)] and f(t) = 1 - g(t). 
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We note that in (11.3) 
k(t) = qv + 1) (VF” J”+l(th v>--g 
= ;lw)‘-’ qv + 1) T(j) qv +j + 1) (t/2)2j-1. 
From (11.2) 
k,(t) = 1 - r(V + 1) (t/2)-” Jv’“‘. 
Obviously, k(t) and K,(t) are uniformly bounded in 0 < t < CO. By [5, 
p. 326 UN, 
X(s) = r(v + 1) 28-l $225,;:) “) , s = u + z-7, (11.4) 
2 
,X(s) has no singularity in u > 0. As indicated by (11.4), k(t) is not a Fourier 
kernel. However, it is known that k,(t) > 0. Furthermore by [15, p. 1.511, 
[s-(1 - s)]-1 = O(l 7 p+q, /T/+00. 
Hence, the conditions (CJ-(C,) are satisfied and Theorems 17 and 18 hold 
with 
(-l)j-‘r(V + 1) - 
9 =2j- 1, ‘j = 22j-lF(v + j + 1) r(j) 
and 
z(l _ m) = r(v + 1) w - m/2) 
2V(l + Y + m/2) * 
Since k,(t) -+ 1 as t + co, Theorem 19 also holds with X( 1) = 1. 
Bingham [3] gave the Abelian and Tauberian results for (11.1) when 
0 < m < 2. Since his proofs depend upon the corresponding results given 
by Pitman [8], he gives only the Abelian implications for m > 2. 
12. APPLICATIONS: SERIES 
Trigonometric Sine Series 
Let 0 < m < 2. If b, JO, let 
(12.1) 





sinxtdt = 2sinx’2 sinnx 
n-112 X 
f 
112 sin xt dt = ’ - ‘OS ‘I2 
0 x ’ 
2 siz “’ !l b, sin nx = 1: sin xtf(t) dt - b, ’ - “,“” x’2. 
Let 





Thus (12.5) can be written as 
F(x) = IO* sin xtf(t) dt. 
From our discussion of the Fourier sine transform (Section II), it folio- 
that if 0 < m < 2 and 6, JO, 
b, N n-“%(n), n--t co, 
if and only if 
jilbn 
sin nx N r( 1 - m) cos ~$ZX+~L( I/x), x-to. 
If b, 4 0, then 
ilbn 
sin 71x N x-l~5( 1 Ix), x-0, 
implies 
b, --L(n), n+ co. 
The results for 0 < m < 1 are due to Hardy and Rogosinski [7] and fo 
0 < m < 2 are due to AljanEiC, BojaniC and Tomid [2]. 
If m > 1 and b, 2 0, we define the function f(t) in a slightly differen 
manner. Let zz=‘=, b, < 03 and define +, t=O 
f(t) = 
‘f b,, n<t<n+l. 
n+l 
(12.6 
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Since, 
the results for the sine series, in this case, can be obtained from the corre- 
sponding results for the cosine transform. 
For m 3 2, the asymptotic behavior of the sine series has been discussed 
by AdamoviC [l] and, more recently, by Yong [18], [19]. Adamovid’s results 
are primarily Abelian. Yong gives the implications in both directions, 
however, his Tauberian assertions are in “0” form only. To obtain his results 
from Theorems 18 and 19, we have to use the following: 
(A) If n-‘4, JO f or some 77 > 0 and f(t) is defined by (12.6), then for 
m > 0, 
f(t) - n-mw, n--t w, (12.8) 
if and only if 
b, - mn-m-lL(n), n+oo. (12.9) 
For a proof that (12.8) =E- (12.9), see [18]. 
w I m Pf(t) dt = - h 0 I m PC1 df (t) 0 
= I -g n25+lb, 
2.i + 1 n=l 
= g+(O), 
where 
&(x) = 2 b, sin nx. (12.10) 
1 
We shall state the result only for m = 2N, where N is a positive integer. 
By (12.7) and Theorem 18, we have the following: 
If 
b, - n+%5(n), ?l-+W, (12.11) 
s 
l/S 
taN-y(t) dt, x ---f 0. o 
(12.12) 
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Conversely, 




u”““f(u) du N &L*(t), t+ Co. (12.14) 
0 
If N = 1, the sum C in (12.12) is zero. We also note that (12.11) implies 
f(t) N & t--BN+?qt), t+ co. 
Therefore, in (12.12), 
s l/s 1 lb L(t) 0 tZN-y(t) dt N 2N--1 1 s t dt, X-+0, (12.15) 
provided that the integral on the right diverges. If, however, this integral 
converges, we have 
s l/x tzN-af(t) dt - om t2N-2f(t) dt - -!- lrn T dt, x + 0. 0 s 217 - 1 l/s (12.16) 
The two different forms given by Yong in [19] correspond to (12.15) and 
(12.16), respectively. Again, since f(t) is nonincreasing, by an argument 
similar to that used in (10.5), (12.14) implies 
f(t) = o{t-“+x*(t)}, t-+co. 
Furthermore, if b, J 0, 
b, = o(n-TL*(n)), n-+ 00. 





cos xt dt = 2 sin x’2 cos nx and 
n-1/2 X 
s”’ cos xt dt = !!f?f%, 
0 X 
2 sin x/2 OD 
x ?zo 
a, cos nx = s 
= cos xt f (t) dt. 
0 
(12.18) 
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From (12.18) it is obvious that 
2 a, cos nx -F(x), x+ 0, 
?I=1 
where F(x) is the cosine transform of f(t), as defined by (12.17). Hence, for 
0 < m < 1, we obtain the results for the cosine series directly from those 
for the Fourier cosine transform. 
If we assume a, > 0 and that Cy a, converges, we define f(t) in a manner 
analogous to (12.6), that is 
t =o, 
f(t) = 





a, cos nx = - 
I 





x-‘{&(O) - &(x)} = Iom sin xt f (t) dt, 
&(x) = c a, cos nx. (12.20) 
Hence, for m > 1, the results for the cosine series can be deduced from those 
for the sine transform. AdamoviC [l] and Yong [17-191 have obtained results 
for the cosine series also. To obtain the results given by Yong, for m > 1, 
we use (12.8) and the relation (12.21) b e ow; f (t) in it refers to the function 1 
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The Fourier-Bessel Series and the Schliimilch Series 
Let 4(x) be defined by the series 
9(x) = f a,WW, x>o, O=h,<X,<**-<A,<*-; h,?co. 
n=o (12.22) 
If K(X) satisfies certain conditions, the relationship between the behavior 
of 4(x) as x + 0 and the behavior of the coefficients a, as n ---f cg can be 
established in a manner similar to that for the sine and the cosine series. For 
example, let a, 3 0 and C,” a, < co. Define 
(12.23) 
Then, for K(t) bounded, 
= f (0) K(0) + x S,mr(t) K’(xt) dt. 
(12.24) 
If K’(t) satisfies the conditions (C,)-(C,), we obtain the behavior 01 
d(x) - f(O) fv) f rom that of f(t) and conversely. In particular, we mention 
two types of series that are used quite often. If K(X) = xl/zJy(z) and X, are 
the successive nonnegative zeros of K(x), the series in (12.22) is a Fourier- 
Bessel series. We can verify that K’(x) satisfies the conditions (C,)-(C,) 
provided that either v = --a or v >, 4. This condition on v can be relaxed 
but we shall not go into this discussion. Again, if 
rtv + 1) WW” L(x). 44 = 11, 
x I=- 0, 
x=0 
and /\,, = n, the series in (12.22) is a Schlomilch series. K’(x), for v 2 --A, 
satisfies the conditions (C&-o,). Th e integral transform, with the kernel 
K(x) = K’(X), is the modified Hankel transform discussed earlier (Section 11). 
13. APPLICATIONS: SMOOTHNESS OF THE TRANSFORM 
If f(t) J, 0, the smoothness of the transform F(x), x + 0, is in general 
determined by the behavior of f(t) as t--t co. In some cases, however, more 
precise results are obtained in terms of the integrability off(t). For example, 
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it is known that if Q, J 0 and +(x) = C,” a, cos nx, then d(x) tends to a limit 
as x + 0 if and only if f is integrable in (0, co), where f is defined by (12.17). 
An extension of this result can be given as follows: 
THEOREM 20. If f(t) is bounded, decreases to zero; and k(t) satis$es 
conditions (CT,)-(C,), then 
!ii XC, IF(x) - y cjxaj jm taj f (t) dtj , 
j=l 0 
exists if and only if 
s 
m 
Ff(t) dt < 00. (13.2) 
0 
The sum Cy-’ in (13.1) is zero if n = 1. 
Proof. By (C,) and (C,), 
t-=n 1 K(t) - y cp 1 = O(l), 
j=l 
uniformly in 0 < t < co, and by (C,), 
I 
n-1 







F(x) - 1s; cp” j; taj f (t) dti 
- - 
J ! 
m k(xt) - nfl q(xtyj (xt)-“” tan f (t) dt, 
0 i=l 
by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, (13.2) implies that the 
limit in (13.1) exists. Conversely, if the limit in (13.1) exists, we can apply 
Theorem 18 with L*(l/x) equal to some constant. Hence (13.2) follows from 
(9.12) or (9.17) according as n = 1 or n > 1. To obtain the result stated earlier 
for the cosine series, we set n = 1, k(t) = cos t, so that 01~ = 0, and apply 
(12.18). 
14. A PROBLEM IN TRIGONOMETRIC TRANSFORMS 
The following problem is listed in “Integrability Theorems for Trigo- 
nometric Transforms” in connection with the behavior of the cosine series 
4(x) = Cr+, a, cos nx. To the best of our knowledge, no solution has yet 
been published. 
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Question 7.18 [4, p. 451. Find a necessary and sufficient condition for 
a,-K/n, n-co, when a,JO. 
Define f(t) as in (12.17) and let F(x) be the cosine transform off. Since, 
by (12.18) +(x) -J’( x as x + 0, we shall concern ourselves with the beha- > 
vior off(t), t + co and F(x), x---f 0. By Theorem 18(a), 
f(t) - K/c t-co, 
implies 
F(x) - K lodllx), x -+ 0. 
(14.1) 
(14.2) 
Conversely, (14.2) implies 
s If(u) du - K log t, t-co. (14.3) 
Thus the question arises “under what conditions (14.3) + (14.1) ?” It is 
known that f(t) JO is not sufficient for this purpose. This conclusion follows 
in an indirect manner from a result given in [12]. In [12], an example was 
given to show that f(t) may satisfy the conditions 
(i) f(0) = 1, f(t) 10 as t + Co, 
(ii) !z /“‘f(t) dt = 1 for some fixed X > 1, (14.4) 
z 




euf(e”) du - (log h)-l 1, t-+ co. (14.5) 
This is equivalent to (14.3) with K = (log h)-l 1. Thus the conclusion 
f(t) N K/t, t--f 00, follows from (14.3) only under some suitable additional 
restriction on f. A sufficient condition for this purpose is suggested by (14.5). 
If e”f(e”) is a slowly decreasing function [6, p. 1261, then (14.5), and therefore 
(14.3), implies (14.1). This yields the following conclusion: 
Let F(x) be the cosine transform off(t). If f (t) is bounded, decreases to 
zero and etf (et) is slowly decreasing, then (14.1) and (14.2) are quivalent. 
The above result can be extended easily to the general transforms in the 
following form: 
Let k(t) satisfy (C,)-(C,). If f(t) is bounded, decreases to zero and 
e(l+al)tf(et) is slowly decreasing, then 
f(t) - K/t(‘+‘-), t-+02 
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if and only if 
F(x) -IQ+ log(l/x), x-+0. 
We can extend the above result further to include the case 
provided that 
f(t) - t-(l+%(t), t--t co, 
s 
,,t u”‘f(u) du = L*(t), 
diverges as t -+ CO. This involves a discussion of the function L*-l(t) but the 
details present no problem. 
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